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Find this pot of gold hiding at the end of the rainbow

VISTAS is once again funding The Celine Tower Grant in 
the amount of $1,000 (Cdn) to honour the memory of our long-
time editor, Celine Tower.

Students pursuing further studies in Writing, Journalism or 
Communications, and who have a connection to the Alta Vista/
Canterbury/Elmvale Acres community, are invited to apply.  The 
application form and process can be found at vistas-news.ca. 

Applications are due no later than April 30, 2019. The applicant 
may be contacted for an interview and, if successful, notified by 
June 30, 2019. All applicants will be informed when a decision 
has been made.

Please go online to vistas-news.ca to find the application forms 
to fill out. There is a link to the forms within the red box entitled 
Attention high school seniors.

YES, WE’RE STILL ON THE LOOKOUT FOR NEW 
EDITING STAFF. Would you be that special person who 
has the gifts we need to keep our paper vital to the Alta Vista/
Canterbury community? You can work from home – very 
comfy – drink lots of tea – let the universe inspire you!

VISTAS, your community newspaper, is looking to 
restructure its Editor position(s). We need a person who is 
interested in the Alta Vista/Canterbury area and is willing to 
work with others to  continue  publication of a newspaper 
which the community will enjoy reading. The Editor will 
be responsible for informing contributors of the monthly 
deadline, receiving ads, listing carriers needed, listing 
existing carriers, reviewing e-mailed articles, handling 
editorial letters, liaising with the community, etc. The Editor 
will prepare ten monthly issues (September to June), and 
upload each issue to the printing company for printing and 
distribution. These and other duties are currently divided 
between two Co-editors. VISTAS is looking for a volunteer 
Editor who is willing to work as part of a team to redefine 
the division of duties and to take a lead role in the production 
of VISTAS, which is produced using the program InDesign. 
Knowledge of typesetting and the production of newspapers/
newsletters would be helpful. The ability to work to deadlines 
is essential. If you are interested in serving your community 
in this way, please e-mail a letter of interest to editor@vistas-
news.ca. (Previous editions of VISTAS can be found online 
at vistas-news.ca.)
Thanks for keeping VISTAS in 
mind when you are searching 
for volunteer opportunities!

THE CELINE TOWER 
GRANTVolunteers Needed
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VISTAS STAFF
Co-Editors:  Christine Inrig
   E-mail:  Editor@vistas-news.ca
   John Wambombo 
   E-mail:  Editor@vistas-news.ca
Comments/Enquiries:     Courtney Tower                              613-737-3835
Advertising Manager: Jim Doherty   613-523-2487
   E-mail:  Advertising@vistas-news.ca
Business Manager: Catherine Fyfe 
   E-mail:  BusinessManager@vistas-news.ca
Distribution Manager: Ernie McArthur               613-521-4658
   E-mail:  Distribution@vistas-news.ca

GENERAL INFORMATION
Website:                 vistas-news.ca
E-mail:   info@vistas-news.ca
Mailing Address:                411 Crestview Rd., Ottawa, ON, K1H 5G7
Circulation:  7,500 copies

SUBMISSIONS & COMMUNITY EVENTS
Pictures submitted should be 300 DPI resolution. 
DEADLINE:  15th of the month prior to publication. 
E-mail:    Editor@vistas-news.ca.

ADVERTISING
Ads should be submitted to the Advertising Manager, in electronic format copy / 
300 DPI resolution/ sent in final format as a print-ready PDF file. The quality of 
ads not meeting these standards cannot be guaranteed. 
Check for available ad sizes. Basic advertising rates and approximate size:
 Full Page $250.00  (10” W  x 13” H)
 Half Page $140.00  (10” W  x   6” H)
 Quarter Page $  90.00  (  5” W  x   6” H)
 Business Card $  30.00  
DEADLINE for ads: 15th of the month prior to publication. 
E-mail:    Advertising@vistas-news.ca.
Classified ads are $10 (maximum 25 words).
Accounts are due on publication.

Please note: Opinions and information published in VISTAS through 
letters we receive, community and association news or individual columns, 
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of this newspaper.  We reserve the 
right to edit all submissions.

VISTAS Vision

The VISTAS community newspaper is in its fourth decade of pro-
duction. We aim to provide interesting articles about your friends, 

neighbours, activities available in the community, and items of con-
cern to the Alta Vista area. We encourage involvement and discussion 
from our readers and look forward to reading your emails, letters and 
submitted articles. Your VISTAS team will do its utmost to continue 
to provide a quality newspaper which will be an enjoyable read for 
your home. 

It happened. For the first time in many years, I find myself interested 
in fitness. Perhaps it’s because of encountering health issues in the last 

few years that I got thinking about some kind of exercise which would 
suit my particular infirmities.

People had mentioned Yoga to me for a while now, but all I could think 
of was pretzels and kneeling. Turning myself into a pretzel just wouldn’t 
work – I knew that, and kneeling, well kneeling is very uncomfortable. 
Good thing I don’t attend one of those “kneely” churches.

So I kept my mind open. Writing up the notices for the VISTAS, I saw 
an ad for Chair Yoga. I’m not the kind of person to charge into a new 
group, and not worry about whether or not I could do the exercise. So, 
Chair Yoga just beetled on down to the back of my brain and rested there 
in a thoughtful Yoga position. I did like the idea of namaste – (Hindi 
from Sanskrit namas ‘bowing’ + te ‘to you; in Hinduism, it means “I 
bow to the divine in you.”) where you physically and spiritually honour 
the person you are with. But imagining namaste is as far as my venture 
into Chair Yoga went for a long time.

Then, one morning a few weeks ago I thought I’d look on YouTube 
to see if there were any examples of Chair Yoga…just so I wouldn’t 
feel totally uneducated. Well, YouTube is the repository of all kinds of 
information and Chair Yoga was right there – several videos to show me 
what it was about. 

The first time I tried it I spent a lot of time really watching the poses 
and the placement of arms and legs. Even though it was only the first 
time I tried Chair Yoga, I felt like it was something that I could do. I also 
like the gentleness of the Yoga teachers – they suited my personality. 
So, for the past few weeks I’ve been following the leaders and doing 
the stretches which they have shown me. It’s amazing how much better 
I feel.

I’m thinking that, sometime in the future, I may even get myself into a 
Chair Yoga group where the leader can show me where I’m not doing the 
poses correctly. I haven’t fallen off my chair yet, or found myself across 
the room because of not just holding the chair, but pushing it instead. 
I’ve found a favourite chair to work with and it seems to like helping 
me. I’ve found a belt which I use for the exercises which require a long 
cloth belt to help you pull your leg up for stretches. Simple requirements 
for a simple woman.

Sometimes, for a change, I even find a ball and do some throwing 
and catching around inside the house. I bought a dart board, but haven’t 
installed it yet. I think that would be fun and it would give me some 
stretching exercise too.  Look for fun in your hunt for appealing exercise.

So, if you’re sloth-like like I am, find that special something which 
calls to you saying, “You can do this…you’ll have fun…you’ll like it.” 
Try it and you probably will like it. Winter is long and we need to keep 
moving. I won’t go walking – first because the driveway is too slippery 
to walk down, and secondly, because it’s not something I can do without 
a fair amount of discomfort. 

Maybe, if you walk by, you’ll have the privilege of seeing me posing 
in my living room. If I see you, you’ll receive that lovely namaste. I 
wish you all the best in your search for fitness

Chair Yoga to the Rescue

Editorial Musings

Research is what I’m doing when I don’t know what I’m doing. – 
Werner von Braun

There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers 
exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will instantly 

disappear and be replaced by something even more bizarre and 
inexplicable. There is another theory which states that this had 

already happened. 
– Douglas Adams

mailto:info@vistas-news.ca
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The Alta Vista Community Association (AVCA) is concerned with 
issues that impact the quality of life in Alta Vista including those 

related to traffic, parks and recreation, planning and development, and 
social infrastructure. When regular meetings do not allow for enough 
time to discuss topics, sub-committees may be formed to further examine 
issues and develop solutions. Currently, there are two very active and 
long-standing committees: Parks and Greenspaces, concerned with 
issues impacting our public spaces; and Planning and Development 
which examines development proposals in Alta Vista to ensure the 
character of our neighbourhood is respected. 

AVCA recently started a new committee to examine the potential 
of enhancing the fieldhouse at Alta Vista Park on Randall Avenue. 
Ten individuals met to discuss roles and responsibilities and plans for 
consultation, fundraising and fieldhouse events over the next several 
months. In next month’s VISTAS, we will include an update on some of 
the great events that we have planned over the next few months which 
may include a used bike exchange, youth night at the fieldhouse, and a 
movie night. 

Update from the Alta Vista 
Community Association 

Care Navigators: Trusted 
Co-Pilots in Your Health Care 

Journey
By Jennifer Moir

We’ve all experienced the anxious feelings that come with finding 
one’s self in unfamiliar territory or trying to manage too many 

things at one time. Making high-impact decisions and choices when 
uncertain can be risky and unsettling for even the most confident 
individual. 

Now layer on top of this scenario changing health status, challenges 
associated with advancing age, or the complexity of a disjointed health 
care system, and one can easily start to feel vulnerable and overwhelmed. 

Under such circumstances is it any wonder that promoting one’s own 
health care and wellbeing, or that of a loved one’s, can suddenly become 
an exercise in frustration and despair?

Enter into the picture the Care Navigator and Advocacy Specialist. 
These professionals often have a clinical or social work background 
and experience, and are non-medical partners in the management and 
promotion of one’s personal health and wellbeing.

Care Navigator and Advocate Specialists provide a vital and proactive 
link between different parts of the system. They are both a first point of 
contact for patients, caring family, friends, and health care professionals, 
as well as actively guiding patients and coordinating their journey 
through the care system.

One of the most powerful aspects about the Care Navigator and 
Advocate’s role, is that they have the benefit of getting to know and 
work with their clients where ever they live. This gives them a more 
holistic understanding of the person, their environment, how they are 
coping, and insight into what is important to them.

The Care Navigator and Advocate’s role is broad and varied, delivering 
both practical service and emotional or psychological support. The types 
of services a Care Navigator and Advocate might provide include:

• research and help with access to a variety of both medical and non-
medical services;

• attend healthcare appointments with a client to help with clarity 
and understanding and to ensure their wishes are being heard;

• ensure follow-through on care directives;
• educate and support the client through informed decision-making;
• respond quickly to emerging problems and help divert crisis; and
• communicate and liaise with concerned family, locally or abroad.

A key and critical question is, of course, what is the impact and 
value of the community-based care navigator role on individuals and 
families? A recent 2015 and 2016 study out of the United Kingdom 
may offer some helpful insight on this question. When patients there 
were surveyed about their experience working with a Care Navigator, 
the following outcomes were noted:

• 67% reported an overall improved patient experience;
• 68% of respondents felt the service was effective at reducing the 

amount of time they visited medical hubs or offices with non-
medical matters;

• 93% patients felt they had gained access to the right information to 
help with their issue;

• 49% were able to gain direct access services; and
• 84% experienced improvements to their overall wellbeing.

Fortunately, the role of the Care Navigator and Advocate is becoming 
more accepted and understood. It has the ability to fill an important need 
in our communities. It can empower those who are feeling vulnerable, it 

can offer relief to caregivers who are shoulder the care responsibility of 
another, and it can improve one’s overall sense of wellbeing and quality 
of life.

You are invited to find more about Care Navigation and Advocacy at 
one of our upcoming free information sessions in March.

Jennifer Moir is an Elder Planning Counselor, Certified Relocation 
and Transition Specialist, and owner of Ottawa-based Age Well 
Solutions. Age Well Solutions will be hosting two information sessions 
on the topic of downsizing on Monday, February 25th from 7:00 – 8:30 
p.m. at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr., as well as 
on Wednesday February 27th from 10 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. at the Alta 
Vista branch of the Ottawa Library at 2516 Alta Vista Drive. No 
charge to attend. Free parking. RSVP by calling 613.277.6449 or email 
info@agewellsolutions.ca. Visit www.agewellsolutions.ca for more 
information.

Update from the Alta Vista Community Association 
continued on Page 5

By Marty Carr
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VISTAS’ Delivery Schedule

Gentle Reminder
We appreciate our volunteers, and as such, would like to remind you, 

the reader, that it is important to keep the way safe and clear, so that your 
copy of VISTAS can be delivered to your home each month. Winter is 
here, and with it, come the perils of ice and snow. We appreciate our 
readers doing what they can! Thank you.

Thank you to our distributors for contributing to our community in 
this way. Your help makes VISTAS possible.

Time for a Giggle
What did the hat say to the scarf?
You hang around, and I’ll go ahead.
What did one firefly say to the other?
You glow girl!
What do you call two guys hanging on a window?
Kurt and Rod.
How do you catch a whole school of fish?
With bookworms.
What do you call a guy lying on your doorstep?
Matt.
What’s Irish and stays out all night long?
Patty O’Furniture.
Why did the student eat his homework?
Because his teacher told him it was a piece-of-cake

2019 VISTAS Delivery Date
April Issue March 29, 2019
May Issue April 26, 2019

Distributors
Bruce Burgess Jim Doherty John Frankland Lynne Peterman 

613-738-6450 613-523-2487 613-523-5572 613-731-9108

Team Captains* and Carriers
Paul Adams Bruce Denyes Sally Lankester Joseph Rikhof

Brian Arvisais Gerri Doherty Diane Laplante Julien Robinson

Nanci Askwith *Jim Doherty Katie Laurie Joanne Rodgers

Eilidh & Christopher 
Babbitt

Katie Donaghy Ruth Leamy Mariana Rodriguez

Jack & Luke Baines Mary Donaghy John Leger Valentina Rodriguez

Cynthia Ball Michael Donaghy Teresa LeGrand Kristina Rudnitzki

Maria Beaulne *Jim Donaldson Robert Leitch Roz Sanderson

Patrick Beauregard Fran Doy Donna Leroux Michael Schwartz

Lynda Becker Carolyn Dunlop David Lesley André Séguin

Dorothy Belter Ryan Ferrer Marg Levalliant Sierra Family

*Robert Belter Valerie Ernst Fontaine Eva Link Mary Lou Sparks

Jane Berlin Julianne Foster Laurie Mackenzie Robert Squires

Frank Berlin John Frankland Aidan & Elizabeth 
Maloney 

Réal St. Amand

*Sharon Bernard Terry Gaw Dan McCarthy Mr. & Mrs. Stead

Heather Bonas Nicholas Genest Maia McKenna Dwight Stewart

Samuel Bourgeois Anne-Marie Gervais *Bruce McLelland Ann Taylor

Julie Breau Elizabeth Gibson John McCrea *Barry Thompson

Cathy Brierley Sam Griffin Ruth McFie *Samira Thompson

Roma Broadfoot Robert Hawkins Marian McGahern May Turcot

Merle Brown Cathy Healy Erin McInerny Richard Turcotte

Susan Bubb Duncan Henley & Arlo 
Baird

Julianne McNamee Barb Vanbaal

Tuan Bui Eric Henry Nancy McPherson David Vandine

*Bruce Burgess Brendan & Claire 
Hickey

Larry Mercer Charles Vincent

Charlotte Burgess Julie Hiscock Thaddeus Mordon Ruth Walden

James Calkin Cathy Hollands Seemah Mullally Andrew Walsh

*Suzanne Carr Scott Inrig Judith Neal Margaret Walsh

Jackson Castell Karen Jackson Graham Neale *Brian Watson

Kate & Emma 
Chacksfield

Lindsay Jacobi Rebecca Neuvians Sandra Weedmark

Phil Chartrand C & B Jeffrey *Deborah Newhook Gwynn Weese

Dale Coburn Barbara Jensen Ron Newhook Karina Welch

Amy Connelly David Jones Jacqueline Newton R & H Westington

Katie Copp Pearl Jutzi Joanne Paré Kelly Weib

Cramer Family Leslie Koenig Wendy Parkes Janet White

Jo-anne & Charles 
Crisp

Yuuki Knockaert *Lynne Peterman Chris Wiebe

Linda Cunha Jennifer Kurita *Rodney Pitchers Gertrude Wilkes 

Maureen Daley Christel Kurz Cornell Popyk Lynda Woodhouse

Michel David Alex Lacasse Arianne Potvin Doug Woodside

Michel René de Cotrat Tara Laderonte & 
Students

Wendy Pullan Tasha Worgan

Quinn deMarch Glenna Laflamme Lesley Raven Roger Wyllie

Anthony & Gretchen 
Denton

Claudette Lalonde Robert Read Catherine Znotinas

Cedalia Ribero Gary Lane Terry Reeve 

Distribution of VISTAS

44

Please Recycle!

You’re only given a little spark of 
madness. You mustn’t lose it. 

– Robin Williams
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VISTASVolunteer Carriers 
Needed 

Please call the Distribution Manager, Ernie McArthur at 613-521-
4658, or email Distribution@vistas-news.ca with your name, address, 
phone number, and the street(s) on which you wish to deliver, if you are 
able to deliver to:

•  the homes on your street or a neighbouring street,
•  or to act as Distribution Manager for this area, 
•  or as a Distributor to take bundles to Captains,
•  or as a Captain to deliver bundles to individual Carriers. 

The streets without Carriers, are as follows:

Adams Crane Goren Raglan
Arch Cross Haig Russell
Audrey Dakota Halifax Samuel
Avenue N Dauphin Halstead Sandra
Avenue P Devon Hamlet Saunderson 

(Halifax to 
Pleasant Park)

Avenue Q Dickens Harding Saunderson 
(Pleasant Park to 
Smyth)

Avenue R Dorval Hastings Saunderson 
(Smyth to 
Halstead)

Avenue S Drew Heaton Shamir
Avenue T Dunelm Howland Shelley
Avenue U Dwellingham Hutton Smyth (Dauphin 

to Russell)
Balharrie Dwight Joliffe Sonata
Bingham Edgecombe Keats Southvale
Blackstone Edmond Magnus St Laurent 

(Walkley to 
Russell)

Botsford Elderfield Martha Susan
Botsford South Ellen Maywood Tawney
Browning Elsett Melford Tupper
Canterbury 
(Kilborn to 
Halifax)

Emslie Monteith Urbandale

Carnegie Erinbrook Naples Valley
Caverley Fairdale Nerta Weston 
Chadburn Fleming Olympia Weyburn
Chapman Foley Orchid Wingate
Chaucer Folkstone Othello
Circle Furby Plesser
Connery Gill Portage
Cornish Glendevon Pullen

AVCA meetings take place at 7 p.m. on the third Tuesday of every 
month from September until November and from January until May 
at Rideau Park United Church at 2203 Alta Vista Drive. Anyone is 
welcome to attend a meeting. We also encourage you to purchase a 
membership (you can purchase them at our meetings – $5 for a year 
or $10 for three years) which allows you to vote on issues as a member 
and helps provide funds for the AVCA to positively contribute to the 
community. Anyone in our catchment area can become a member; the 
area runs from Smyth Road to the north, the east side of Bank Street to 
the west, the Alta Vista Transportation Corridor green space (allotment 
gardens) to the east, and the north side of Walkey Road to the south. It 
also includes the area from Bank Street to Riverside Drive up to where 
Riverside Drive intersects with Smyth Road.

The AVCA is led by a Board of Directors. In November 2018, new 
executive members of the Board were elected including Marty Carr 
as President and Stephanie Glover as vice-President. Eric McCabe 
continues as Treasurer and Morgan Gay remains as Secretary. Clinton 
Cowan, who put in a tremendous contribution as President of the AVCA 
for four years and for which the AVCA and the community at large are 
extremely grateful, remains on the Board of Directors as past President. 

New AVCA Website 
You can find out more on the Alta Vista Community Association 

website, which is currently getting a refresh. The new site is currently 
located at https://altavistacommunityassociation.godaddysites.com/ but 
will soon be merged with our current site at https://avca.ca/. In order to 
ensure a seamless transition, we are asking everyone to please subscribe 
to the new site to receive updates on our meetings and events. We hope 
the two sites will be merged by March 15. Until March 15, you can 
reach us through the contact us buttons on either site or email the AVCA 
President at martycarr@sympatico.ca. 

For West of Haig

• Anoka, 34 papers
• Bloor, Penhill, Crestwood, 56 

papers
• Chomley, 40 papers
• Edge Hill, 58 papers
• Florida, Atwater, 40 papers
• Grasmere, 39 papers
• Lorraine & Palm, 50 papers
• Portland, 24 papers

For East of Haig

Update from the Alta Vista Community Association 
continued from Page 3
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RIDGEMONT HIGH SCHOOL

Students for Change
As part of Black History Month, 

Ridgemont’s Students for Change are 
working with the organization Help 
Lesotho to empower the children and 
youth of the tiny South African Kingdom. 
Ridgemont’s Students for Change are 
also organizing a Hunger Banquet in 
conjunction with the Ottawa Food Bank, 
and they are working with the Shepherds of Good Hope in the creation 
of wish bags for the homeless. Students for Change are also actively 
involved within the halls of Ridgemont, from initiating composting at 
school to beautifying the school foyer. 

A noteworthy feature of Students for Change is its source of 
inspiration: Ridgemont graduate (2012), Ann Gunaratnam. Ms. 
Gunaratnam became an executive team member of Engineers Without 
Borders Carleton. In 2015 she was awarded the Hydro One Women 
in Engineering Scholarship. During a return visit to Ridgemont, Ann 
inspired our students to make a difference resulting in the creation of 
Students for Change.

Arts, Drama and Music 
Ridgemont’s Arts program continues 

to thrive. November’s Arts Night was 
another huge success featuring creative 
dances, stunning musical performances 
and masterfully crafted pottery, jewelry 
and paintings.

Ridgemont’s Drama Club is preparing for their upcoming production 
of Dark Road, a play featuring a young German girl who becomes a 
guard at a concentration camp during the Holocaust. Dark Road will be 
performed Tuesday March 26 at Woodroffe High School as part of the 
National Theatre School Festival competition. 

Spartan’s Kudos Corner
Congratulations to Bhuwan Basnet 

and Hassan Mahummad on receiving 
first place at the Business Case Study 
Competition held at Carleton University 
on Nov 29, 2018!

Congratulations to the Senior Girls 
Volleyball Team and the Junior and 
Senior Boys Basketball Teams for all 
making it to the playoffs! 

On Feb 4, 2019, Ridgemont’s Junior Improv Team won the Conner’s 
Cup! The Senior Improv Team will be competing later this month at the 
National Art Centre in the Canadian Improv Games.

Mark Your Calendars 
Paul Davis, social media expert will be coming to Ridgemont to speak 

about social networking and online safety Tuesday, March 5 starting at 
6:00 p.m. Ridgemont will be holding its annual Multicultural Potluck 
dinner on Thursday, May 2 from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. We welcome the 
community to attend both events

By Shelley Brown

Ridgemont Arts Night

Ridgemont Drama, Dark Road 

Ridgemont Senior Girls’ Volleyball 
Team

For the sixth consecutive year, three Public and Catholic schools, (St. 
Gemma Elementary, and Arch Street Public elementary school, as 

well as St. Patrick Intermediate High School students (grade 7 and 8); 
serving the Alta Vista area competed in the 2019 Knights of Columbus 
Basketball Free Throw Competition.

The competition which took place in the first part of the month of 
January was open to young people ages 9 through 14. The competition 
was based upon the penalty throw. Each contestant being permitted 15 
free throw attempts at the basket. Ties were settled by successive rounds 
of five free throws per contestant until a winner emerged. 

The Free Throw competition 
is sponsored annually by the 
Knights, with schools’ winners 
progressing through local, district 
(East Ottawa), Regional (Ottawa 
Wide), Provincial (Ontario) and 
International (North America wide) 
competitions.

Last year more than 120,000 
sharpshooters participated in over 
3,600 local Basketball Free Throw 

competitions across Canada and the United States. In the Alta Vista 
area of Ottawa, more than 174 young people aged 9 to 13 from three 
schools participated in the Knights’ 2019 Free Throw competition. 

Individual School Basket Ball Free Throw Competition Winners 
were:

Gabrielle Foran, age 13 - St. Patrick’s Intermediate High School; 
Brendon Wallen, age 13 - St. Patrick’s Intermediate High School; 
Manzi Indoha, age 12 - St. Patrick’s Intermediate High School; Farah 
Abdel Hadi, age 12 - St. Patrick’s Intermediate High School; Lazima 
Tamang, age 11 - Arch Street Public School; Brandon, age 11 - Arch 
Street Public School; Lewis Leonce, age 11 - St. Gemma Elementary 
School; Agatha Reyes, age 11 - St. Gemma Elementary School; 
Aston, age 10 - Arch Street Public School; Adam Boruk, age 10 - 
St. Gemma Elementary School; Ava Sulpher, age 10 - St. Gemma 
Elementary School.

All 174 in the 2019 Free Throw competition competitors received 
“Participation Certificates” and the winners listed above received 
Basketball Free Throw Competition “Winners” certificates and were 
eligible to participate in the next level of competition. Congratulations 
to all who participated!

Alta Vista Schools Participate in 
Basketball Competition

By Patrick Rusheleau

Basketball Competition
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The #StigmaEndsWithMe Campaign
By Gord Garner, Community Addictions Peer Support Association (CAPSA)

Addiction impacts Ottawa families more than you think. It’s 
estimated that over a half a million people in our region are affected 

by alcohol and drug issues (substance use disorders), either directly or 
indirectly. So, why is there still such a stigma attached to substance use 
disorders? Why is there still such judgement heaped on those affected, 
and shame felt among those impacted?

Coordinated out of Ottawa, a newly created national campaign, 
#StigmaEndsWithMe, endeavours to change all of that by creating a 
better understanding of substance use disorders (SUD) among the 
general population and providing more support and better resources for 
those affected. 

Some of this work is already being done locally, on a smaller scale, 
by the Community Addictions Peer Support Association (CAPSA). 
CAPSA works at addressing stigma through community engagement 
and education efforts to change the perceptions and misconceptions 
of the public and media. You may know us as the hosts of Recovery 
Day Ottawa, an annual event held in September at Ottawa City Hall 
which brings local resources and people together in one place to educate 
and celebrate all people and all pathways to improved well-being from 
substance use and addiction. CAPSA hosts many other events throughout 
the year, in schools and the community at large, with the message that 
it is ok to talk about struggling with a substance use disorder and living 
well with an SUD diagnosis. Our measuring stick is quite simple: if we 
can’t tell people that we got better without being judged and stigmatized, 
then we can’t tell people we are struggling and in need of help in the 
first place. 

Judgement, perception, lack of information and discrimination are 
getting in the way of progress. The number one barrier in seeking 
treatment and the services available is the stigma attached to substance 
use disorders. It stops people from getting help, it affects the amount 
and quality of services available to support people and it silences family 
members and communities from demanding more services and better 
treatments. Often it is based on old beliefs and lack of knowledge about 
the causes and conditions of substance use disorders. 

We are asking people to get involved with educating themselves and 
changing their language to Person First Language, just as we have done 
with Mental Health. A recent Harvard study showed that referring to 
a client as a “drug abuser” rather than a “person with a substance use 
disorder” significantly impacted the quality of the care they received 
and their ability to seek help at all.

For this reason, CAPSA, in collaboration with The Canadian Centre for 
Substance Use and Addiction, will hold workshops and training events 
across Canada, sharing evidence that stigma is real and that inappropriate 

Recovery Day Ottawa, Reducing Stigma Surrounding Addiction

FAMILY MATTERS
language and misinformation is hurtful and misrepresentative of those 
with a substance use disorder. We envision a world where all individuals 
affected by addiction have access to the support they need when seeking 
help, without stigma or discrimination. Unfortunately, we have much 
work to do at this juncture. 

We urge you to get involved in our campaign and watch our video 
on Youtube titled #StigmaEndsWithMe. Look for information later this 
summer on training sessions and workshops to help reduce the harms 
of stigma for those suffering and their families. It is imperative that we 
realize that a substance use disorder is not a moral failing, but rather an 
illness that affects a person’s ability to make healthy choices.
(Gord Garner is the driving force behind the Community Addictions 
Peer Support Association – a partner of Serenity Renewal for Families, 
an Alta Vista Charity that assists families affected by addiction and other 
impactful issues. To donate to families needing assistance or to find out 
more about volunteering, call 613-523-5143 or visit serenityrenewal.
ca.)

Photo by Mike Beauregard of Serenity Renewal

If you aren’t having fun, if you aren’t anxious to find out what 
happens next as you write, then not only will you run out of steam, 

but you won’t be able to entertain anyone else either. 
– Tamora Pierce
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Friday
February 22nd 

7 - 11 pm

It is our duty as men 
and women to proceed 
as though the limits do 

not exist. 
Pierre Teilhard 

de Chardin
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As I write this article I sit looking out my window at mountains 
of snow. Everywhere. And I wonder how this must seem to new 

Canadians, to the folk from warmer parts of the globe who are enduring 
their first Ottawa winter. I remember once visiting a newly arrived family 
from southern India. They were huddled in their high-rise apartment, 
with about three humidifiers pumping steam into an already over heated 
– to my way of thinking – home. They sat huddled in shawls, afraid to 
brave the icy streets, and sent their university student son out to buy 
groceries – he being the most adventurous of the group. 

This family was relatively affluent – the father assigned to the Indian 
High Commission – but many new Canadians are not and are also 
dealing with the anxiety and trauma consequent to the experiences 
which brought them to this strange, cold land, as well as financial and 
food insecurity. Here in The Great White North we tend to forget that 
most of the world is not like this, that we are a small population living on 
the northern fringe of habitable land on this planet. For folk accustomed 
to consistently warm temperatures, it must be difficult indeed to keep in 
mind that one day the weather will turn to spring as abruptly as it turned 
to winter, that all the snow and cold will disappear in a couple of weeks. 
Let’s make sure they don’t have to worry about having enough to eat 
while they are waiting for some warmth. 

This month our Hero is The Ottawa Food Bank, from whom we receive 
80% of our supplies. In talking to both individuals and community 
groups about our work at HEFC, there is generally a lot of confusion 
about the difference between our organization and the Ottawa Food 
Bank. People think that when they drop donations into the large bins 
at grocery stores or donate to the OC Transpo food drive or other large 
community events, they are donating to HEFC. In fact, we are two 
quite distinct organizations. The Ottawa Food Bank is the over-arching 
agency which provides food to 114 smaller organizations, including 
HEFC, throughout the city. 

At their large warehouse on Michael Street they collect and distribute 
14 tons of food each day, to a monthly total of 37,524 clients, 36% of 
whom are children. Agencies they serve include large food banks like 
HEFC as well shelters, emergency food programs, other community 
food banks, and small food cupboards and school breakfast programs. 
Every week HEFC submits a list of needed supplies and a large truck 
arrives from The Food Bank loaded with the basics – bread, eggs, 
powdered milk, pasta, cereal and the other good things which enable 
us to run our service. Eighty per cent of the food we distribute comes 
from The Ottawa Food Bank, while local community donations, from 
folk like you, provide an additional 20 % of our food supports. The 
Ottawa Food Bank is a nonprofit charity, like HEFC, administered by a 
volunteer board of directors and largely operated by volunteers.

This year is the 35th anniversary of the creation of the Ottawa Food 
Bank, which opened in 1984, operated by volunteers (naturally) in the 
basement of the former police station on Waller Street to address the 
growing crisis in food security in our city. As with the beginning of 
HEFC, it was hoped at the time that this would be a temporary situation. 
Unfortunately, as we all know, need has increased every year, and now 
the Ottawa Food Bank is one of the largest charities in our area. 

According to a report from their 2019 Annual General Meeting, the 
Ottawa Food Bank this year is focusing on four areas: healthy and 
accessible food, capacity within the system of agencies, innovation in 
food banking, and advocacy. 

Our clients at HEFC have already benefitted from greater supplies 
of fresh fruits, vegetables and meat, and healthier choices over all, in 
the last few years. In part, this is the result of greater awareness of 
food insecurity issues among local businesses and organizations with 
surplus food. However, a large contribution to this shift in quality of 
food supplies is also due to the innovative Community Harvest Program 

of the Ottawa Food Bank, which grows and collects nutritious, local 
produce for clients served by Ottawa Food Bank member agencies and 
across the national capital region. Generous local farmers, volunteers 
and funders make this program possible. Additionally, food is also grown 
on a plot of land donated to The Food Bank by the Black Family Farm 
near Stittsville and cultivated and harvested by Food Bank volunteers. 
The quality of food HEFC is able to provide to our clients is greatly 
enhanced by this innovative program. Thank you. HEFC would be 
unable to function without the Ottawa Food Bank. 

You can find out more about 
The Ottawa Food Bank at: www.
ottawafoodbank.ca.

Members of the Board of HEFC 
are happy to attend your events 
or fundraiser to talk about the 
service we, all together, provide 
for our community. We even have 
a PowerPoint presentation ready to 
go! Call us at 613-737-9090 or e-mail us at hefc-info@rogers.com for 
more information.

Heron Emergency Food Centre is located at 1480 Heron Road and is 
open four days a week to provide emergency food to people in need in 
Ottawa South. 

Check out our Facebook page at Heron Emergency Food Centre @
hefcottawa.
MARCH WISH LIST

We welcome cash and food donations including tuna, canned 
vegetables, canned tomato sauce, canned soup, chick peas, kidney 
beans, cereal, baby formula, and snacks for children. 

Heroes of Heron Emergency Food Centre
By Lynn Sherwood
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Computer Tricks and Tips
By Malcolm and John Harding, of Compu-Home

Across Our Desk this Month
1. Be the boss of your software. We are big proponents of the 

judicious use of freeware. Virus protection, graphics editors, music 
players and little make-your-life-easier utilities such as calendars and 
calculators are old standbys – easily available, quick to install and, best 
of all, free. Sometimes, however, there is no substitute for an expensive 
commercial title. Tax preparation software, genealogy programs and 
office suites, for example, do sometimes come in free versions but often 
for a variety of reasons you have to spring the money for the real thing.

A point of confusion arises when it becomes time to retire the computer 
where commercial software is installed. Many people expect that they 
can simply copy a program from the old machine to the new one, in the 
same way as they would be transferring their data. Worse, other users 
assume that they will have to buy a new copy of that expensive program 
for installation on the new computer. Neither notion is correct; the good 
news is that you probably don’t have to go to the expense of buying the 
program again, but the bad news is that the process is just a bit more 
complicated than simply copying it.

Commercial software usually comes with a “product key” also called 
“activation key.” If you bought an installation disk this key would have 

been printed on the package. If you downloaded the installer, the key 
was probably emailed to you for use at the time of installation. We hope 
we are not conveying bad news when we emphasize the importance 
of keeping that key safe for future reference. One time that you will 
need it again is if the program becomes corrupted somehow and has 
to be reinstalled. Another time that the installation key is required, 
paradoxically, is for the purpose of uninstalling the program, because 
you now wish to install it on a new computer.

By the way: A technician can often help you find that lost product key; 
it is usually stored hidden somewhere in your computer. 

The strategy is to go to your uninstall utility to remove the program 
from the old computer, entering the product key when required, and to 
install it in the new location, again using the product key at the right 
time. The following article uses the example of Microsoft Office to 
illustrate the process: https://tinyurl.com/zxda8uc

2. A confusing current Windows update is causing a lot of grief. 
Several of our clients have been calling us to report that their computers 
seem to have locked up, with nothing but a big blue screen describing 
some gobbledygook about “Voice Recognition.” There appears on first 
glance to be no way to escape, and many people assume that they have 
been attacked.

In fact, this is a very poorly designed (but legitimate) Windows 
update, focused on your computer’s security settings. You must scroll 
down through several screens, making choices on each one regarding 
how several apps and programs will respond to your computer use in 
the future. Actually, most users have told us that they emphatically do 
NOT want these increased interactions – targeted ads, for example – 
and so their response is to select the “No” response for every choice. 
Unfortunately, even when you have clicked on the “No” box, you must 
then click on “Accept,” which on the surface seems to be a contradiction. 
Rest assured that “Accept” means simply that you are satisfied with the 
choice you have made on this particular screen. It’s hard to imagine how 
Microsoft could possibly have made this more obscure!

Go to compu-home.com/blog for an archive of our columns (including 
this one) and lots more tech-related articles. There is a space right 
after each item for you to make comments and suggestions, and ask 
questions. You can even sign up for automatic updates. Have a look at 
compu-home.com/blog soon or call us at 613-731-5954 to share your 
opinions and suggest subjects for future columns. Our email address is 
info@compu-home.com.

You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the 
water. 

– Rabindranath Tagore

Music is a moral law. It gives soul to the universe, wings to the 
imagination, and charm and gaity to life and everything. 

– Plato
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Bookworm’s Delight
By Judith Evans

(Available from the Ottawa Public Library)

“Falling for London” 
By Sean Mallen

If you read this book, you will learn how 
Sean Mallen somehow persuades his very 

reluctant wife and six-year old daughter, Julia, 
to uproot themselves from their lovely home in 
Toronto, to follow him to London where he had 
been chosen by Global Television in Canada 
to work as a foreign correspondent. This was 
a position which Sean, at the age of 54, had 
almost given up hope of attaining. However, 
his wife, Isabella, was already working in her 
dream job in Toronto as a director for a design 
show on TV and had no interest in leaving 
either her job or her home, especially when they were about to have the 
kitchen remodelled. Julia, when asked if she wanted to move to London 
for a year, said a definite “no!”

A compromise of sorts was reached when Isabella said that she might 
follow Sean to London after the school summer holiday was over, which 
would give Julia a chance to adjust to the thought of moving.

Sean moved to London in April 2011 and had to start work a few days 
later. While working he spent a lot of time learning about the problems 
of finding any flat that was reasonably priced (or at least somewhere 
close to what their budget would allow). He quickly learned the lesson 
that he should expect all estate agents to lie about the suitability of the 
flats they were showing him. He also found out that the owner of the 
flat he finally chose was very uncooperative and refused to have any 
maintenance done on the place.

When his wife and daughter came for a quick visit later in the spring, 
his wife was not pleased with the flat and was even more unhappy about 
the rent they were paying – which was about the same as the mortgage 
payments they were making on their much larger Toronto home.

His wife was also not pleased that she had to look after Julia by herself 
in Toronto while she was also working at a demanding job. The truth 
was that she really didn’t want to go to London.

In September, the family was reunited, and Julia started school at the 
Royal School near the flat. This was a traumatic experience for her since 
she didn’t know anyone, but the girls in her class were very friendly and 
made sure she wasn’t left alone.

The next problem came when Sean announced that he had to travel to 
Paris for a couple of days because Prime Minister Harper was making a 
quick stop in the French capital. Isabella didn’t like being left alone with 
Julia in London especially when Julia was in school all day and Isabella 
didn’t have any friends.

Unfortunately, the problem rose time and time again as various 
European countries held referendums and elections – including Greece, 
Italy and Russia. Every time he went away, Sean could be sure of 
receiving numerous text messages from Isabella complaining about 
how unhappy she was in London.

This was a very entertaining read. Sean’s descriptions of run-ins with 
the owner of the flat above theirs when he had workers in drilling and 
pounding all day, causing cracks to form in their ceiling and causing the 
ceiling in one room to collapse are wonderful; as are his stories of his 
experiences in unsettled areas of Europe and also Egypt (specifically 
Cairo). He makes light of all the trials faced and overcome and 
emphasizes that they made some good friends through Julia’s school – 
the parents of two of Julia’s closest friends.

It could be because I love London and enjoy reading just about any 
travel book that focuses on this special city, but I thought this was a 
marvellous book and now I’m ready to go to London again – but just 
for a visit.

Spring is coming !!!
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Film Review
By Tony Wohlfarth

Tony Wohlfarth is an Ottawa based freelance film 
writer. He participated in the Wakefield Doc Fest in 
Wakefield, Quebec on February 2-4. He screened 
Hondros at the 2017 Tribeca Film Festival and The 

Vietnam War on board an Air Canada flight from Toronto to Seoul, 
Korea in 2018.

This month, VISTAS reviews three war films, including the Academy 
Award nominated Vice. 

VICE
Dick Cheney was US President George Bush’s 

first choice as his running mate in 2001. Vice (the 
movie) was nominated for a total of eight Academy 
Awards, including the most prestigious of all – for 
best motion picture of the year.

Vice is a “true story” – a biopic about one of 
the most controversial V-P’s in recent US history. 
Cheney was the Vice-President during 9/11 and 
the US invasion of Iraq. Cheney used the concept 
of unitary executive privilege to become the most 
powerful V-P ever.

Vice begins in Casper, Wyoming in 1963, with an unruly Cheney 
being upbraided for being kicked out of Yale and a drunk by his then 
girlfriend Lynne. Lynne and Dick went on to have two children and 
formed a lifelong bond. Lynne accepted that male privilege meant Dick 
had better career opportunities. She became his loyal companion. What 
Vice also reveals is that one of Dick and Lynne’s daughters is gay. He 
did not want this to become an issue in the US presidential elections and 
got George Bush Jr. to agree. What Vice also reveals is that their other 
daughter Liz ran successfully for the US House of Representatives for 
Wyoming in 2016 on an anti same sex marriage platform. One marvels 
at how US politics differs from ours in Canada. 

Vice is directed and written by a 50-year-old American, Adam 
McKay. McKay was the writing partner with Will Ferrell on several 
comedy productions. He also directed The Big Short, which garnered an 
Academy Award in 2015 for best screenplay. 

Christian Bale plays the role of Cheney, and Amy Adams plays the 
role of his wife, Lynne. Bale is virtually unrecognizable, reflecting the 
incredible makeup used to transform Bale (age) into the much older 
Cheney. Vice also stars Sam Rockwell in the role of President George 
Bush. Vice also includes strong acting performances by Steve Carrell 
(as Donald Rumsfield), LisaGay Hamilton (as Condoleeza Rice) and 
Justin Kirk (as Scooter Libby). 

Filmed on location in Los Angeles, Washington, and Wyoming, Vice 
makes extensive use of stock (documentary) footage e.g. Tricky Dick 
Richard Nixon’s infamous smile. 

Vice is a very long film with a strong political message. I found it 
unduly long, and I considered the narration over the top.

The running time is two hours and twelve minutes. Vice was released 
theatrically on Christmas Day and is currently screening in Ottawa.

What’s on Netflix?

The Vietnam War (2017) 
Ken Burns and Lynn Novick are accomplished documentary film 

makers. In 2017, they directed a ten-part series, The Vietnam War, 
for the US Public Broadcasting System (PBS). The series is currently 
streaming on Netflix.

The Vietnam War is told chronologically, beginning with French 
colonization through until the fall of Saigon. The series is ideally suited 
for binge watching, which is what I did when I saw it again in 2018. 

The filmmakers interviewed many vets, and the story is told through 
this lens. One is struck by the utter futility of the US intervention in 
Vietnam. 

The running time is eighteen hours in ten episodes. Each episode 
stands on its own i.e. can be watched separately.

Hondros (2017)
Chris Hondros was a war photographer. His still images were 

published in major American periodicals and transformed the conduct of 
international conflicts. From Liberia to Sierra Leone to Egypt, to Iraq, to 
Kosovo and to Libya, Hondros possessed an uncanny ability to capture 
key moments from the front lines of the conflict. His photos appeared on 
the front pages of major papers, including the New York Times. 

This striking documentary takes viewers inside war zones and is not 
for the faint of heart. His still photography is supplemented by actual 
moving images from the conflicts, along with tributes by his family, his 
friends and associates. 

Hondros had its world premiere at the 2017 Tribeca Film Festival on 
April 21, 2017. Its director, Greg Campbell, won both the Audience 
Award and the new director jury award at Tribeca. The running time is 
one hour and thirty-two minutes. 

Highlights from the Opening Weekend of the
2019 Wakefield Doc Fest

The opening weekend of the 2019 Wakefield Doc 
Fest on February 2-3 saw the screenings of two 
documentary films from Lithuania and Canada. Each 
screening was well attended, and local businesses 
offered generous door prizes for those attending. I 
was honoured to participate on behalf of VISTAS.
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Our People 
By Courtney Tower

Jeff Clement and his Second Year
This is pretty much the theme – “It’s so much better now” 

– among students who survive an anxious transition from 
high school to first year university, and now in second year 
are broadening out to enjoy the wider life there. Hugely-
attended first-year classes, highly general in scope and 
tone, impersonal and intimidating, with little connection 
between students and certainly little with their profs, give 
way in subsequent years to smaller classes where students 
of shared interests can get to know each other and hang out 
together, argue devotedly, and even find their teachers and 
ask them questions. They move from an anxious attention 
on classes, to take part in the many activities and events 
that make up university life.

And so, that’s happening for Jeffrey Clement, 19, who is 
finding a more personally comfortable, less anxious footing 
as another Alta Vista/Canterbury area student at Carleton University.

Jeffrey, in 2017, was the first of two, so far, students awarded a Celine 
Tower Grant of $1,000 by VISTAS, to take Journalism studies at Carleton 
University. He won it with a fine article for this newspaper on the many 
attractions, services, entertainments, that enrich our community. Jack 
Baines, the second winner, in 2018, was captured in last month’s issue 
of VISTAS, and is another youth of great calibre and promise.

Improv Theatre: It Sure Helps
With Jeffrey, he clearly is helped all the way by his past and present 

participation in improv theatre. Improv or improvisational theatre, 
unplanned, unscripted and usually comedy, calls for a sharp and ready 
wit, honed over practice to react instantly to whatever another player 
is saying or doing. One sees this in Jeff, who was active in improv in 
his years at Canterbury High School and remains so. The interviewer 
puts out a question or comment and Jeff is on it at once, agreeing or 
disagreeing or developing it with scarcely a breath.

 “Most of the tools that I learned in drama at Canterbury are proving to 
be invaluable to me now in Journalism at Carleton,” Jeff said in talking 
with VISTAS.

 “Take improv comedy,” he added. “I was very active in it at Canterbury 
and I do a bit of it now, outside of classes. In our Journalism projects, 
where we do interviewing, I’m already trained by improv to be alert to 
what the people I’m interviewing are really saying, and I can take that 
up on the spot and develop the conversation.” This is just what he did 
throughout our interview.

 “It’s so useful in learning to interview for journalism,” he says, “to be 
able to instantly come up with further questions and not be thrown by 
whatever the subject is putting at me.”

Theatre Still Has Its Hold
It was heavily a life of living by the books in year one at Carleton, 

for Jeffrey as for most in first year. But not totally, for he is someone 
who always must have his hand in the theatre. During the first year, he 
played nevertheless the nervous, mentally ill, death-obssessed youth, 
Ian Warwick, in an Agatha Christie play, “The Unexpected Guest,” at 
the Ottawa Little Theatre downtown. Presently, he is in rehearsals to 

play Hank, a troubled and violence-prone young man, 
in another Ottawa Little Theatre play opening in April. 
This is the dark comedy Marvin’s Room which has 
played on and off Broadway and in London’s famed 
West End.

 “I hope this doesn’t say something ominous about me 
that I keep landing such troubled roles,” Jeff cracks, not 
sincerely.

What it does say is that the lad has lived with theatre 
since he was taking drama lessons at the age of seven. 
And now he is branching out into the double-major of 
Journalism and Film studies. The two aspects of his life 
fit together, though not always easily.

“I try to find a balance between the theatrical and 
dramatic tendency of my life and that of journalistic 

work,” he says. “I’ve had to juggle with it and balance it, and I had 
a hard time doing that initially. But I’m learning to adapt the two in 
writing style, to learn how to pare down, to influence word choices, to 
mould my tendency to rather flowery writing into a more disciplined 
and journalistic style.”

Jeffrey’s background, and especially that of improv, has helped him 
get over insecurities about interviewing that beset us all. “I’ve always 
wondered why in the world the person would accept to be interviewed 
by me, whether I was capable of getting to the point of an interview, 
whether I could be accepted as a capable interviewer.” Amen.

Theatre? Journalism?  Other Options?
Apart from the broader life opening to Jeffrey at Carleton, he continues 

to take music (vocal training) and dance lessons as well as being active 
at Ottawa Little Theatre.

He commutes to the family home on Baden Avenue at South Keys, 
where he lives with parents Jeff and Corrina Clement and sister Linnae 
(in the dance program at Canterbury High), and from which he lives his 
busy, busy life.

Just where all this will take Jeffrey eventually, he isn’t sure. It could be 
reporting and commentating; it could be the stage; it could be something 
else that perhaps joins the two. Maybe theatrical journalism in this city 
which so badly needs it.

“We’ll just have to see what happens,” he says. “But no matter what, 
I know that my experiences at Carleton and before at Canterbury have 
really influenced me beyond anything I could have had any other way.”

Jeffrey Clement is, as a popular expression goes, building options. 
And, he jokes with his patented disarming grin, “let’s hope one of them 
works.”

Jeff Clement

Photo by Gerri Doherty

“It’s So Much Better This Year”
(Jeff Clement won the Celine Tower Grant in 2017 and we catch up on his story here.)

When you arise in the morning, think of what a precious privilege 
it is to be alive – to breathe, to think, to enjoy, to love. 

– Marcus Aurelius
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In Practice
By Steven A. Neal, Lawyer

MAiD in Canada

Medical Assistance in Dying (“MAiD”) is a relatively new area in 
Canada and the law has only recently been changed to allow for 

MAiD – sometimes called assisted suicide. The law known as Bill C-14 
was passed in 2016 and provides an exception to the general rule in the 
Criminal Code that a person cannot consent to death.

Medical practitioners can either administer or prescribe a substance 
that causes death to a person who has requested it. Several safeguards 
exist and medical practitioners are guided by policy on how to correctly 
provide MAiD. The Ottawa Hospital has such a policy and they also 
have a comprehensive information sheet for available on their website 
at https://www.ottawahospital.on.ca/en/ with a search for the keywords 
“Medical Assistance in Dying.”

Before someone can request MAiD, they must be evaluated to 
determine if they qualify. They must also request the assistance from 
their medical practitioner. The requests must be in writing, by the 
patient, and witnessed by two independent parties. Requests cannot be 
made by their attorney for personal care (aka “Power of Attorney” or 
“substitute decision maker”). Some patients may find that independent 
witnesses are hard to find as their family may be providing care to them 
or be beneficiaries of their Will. To fill this gap, volunteer groups have 
emerged to train and provide witnesses for MAiD requests.

In Ontario, practitioners are not required to provide MAiD. If a 
patient wants this service and their practitioner does not provide it, a 
Care Coordination Service is available through the Ontario government 
to provide referrals to patients.

There is a major application of MAiD which remains unavailable in 
Canada. Our law currently does not allow for advance requests because 
it requires a waiting period of 10 clear days. The person must have 
the capacity to request and consent at the beginning and the end of the 
waiting period. Advance requests are used when someone anticipates 
losing capacity, such that they would be unable to consent at the end 
of the waiting period. So, many people with conditions that affect their 
capacity – such as dementia – may be unable to access MAiD. This is 
one area which is expected to be challenged and may change.

The law is quite young presently and has already been challenged 
in court a few times across Canada. It should be expected to evolve 
over time from a combination of court challenges and legislative 
amendments. A major example of the former type of change came in 
2017 when the Ontario Superior Court ruled that patients did not need 
to have a terminal or fatal condition in order to be eligible. The rule in 
the current law is still that death must be “reasonably foreseeable” but 
the practitioner does not need to estimate the amount of time remaining 
for that patient.
This column contains 
information only and is 
not legal advice or legal 
opinion; it should not be 
relied on as if it were in 
any way.

It is not enough to 
have a good mind; 
the main thing is to 

use it well. 
– Rene Descartes

O, wind, if winter comes, can spring be far behind?  . 
– Percy Bysshe Shelley
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By Bob Jamieson, CFP
(Edward Jones, Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund

www.edwardjones.ca/bob-jamieson)

Take Steps to Support Your Retirement Strategy

We know that the definition of “retirement” is changing – and you’re 
defining exactly what it means to you. You may be thinking, “I 

want to travel” or “I want to spend time with my grandchildren.” But it 
could also mean focusing your energy on volunteer work or even another 
career. Whatever your vision, your investment strategy will need to keep 
up. You don’t just need investments to get you to retirement; you need 
them to get you through retirement. Consider these steps to help you 
move toward your retirement goals:

• Define what retirement security means to you. Everyone has 
different ideas about what a secure retirement looks like. You 
might feel that true security means being able to remain in your 
current home and live independently throughout your life. Or you 
might only feel secure if you know you can afford to travel or help 
your grown children or grandchildren financially. Once you’ve 
identified your own vision of retirement security, you should be 
able to determine the financial resources you’ll need to reach your 
desired outcome.

• Create an appropriate financial strategy. To achieve your idea 
of a secure retirement, you can’t just hope for the best – you 
need to create a comprehensive financial strategy, accounting for 
your various sources of retirement income: pensions, employer-
sponsored retirement plans, your investment portfolio and so on. 
You need to know how much you can expect from these sources, 
and how you can strengthen them.

• Be diligent in your retirement savings. You could spend two or 
three decades as a retiree, so you’ll want to accumulate as many 
resources as you possibly can – and that means you’ll need to save 
and invest diligently during your working years. Put in as much 
as you can afford to your employer-sponsored retirement plan, 
especially if they match it – and every time your salary goes up, 
try to increase your annual contributions. But you can also go 
beyond your employer-backed plan and contribute to a Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP). In all your retirement accounts, 
you’ll want to include a reasonable percentage of growth-oriented 
investments, within the limits of your personal risk tolerance.

• Establish an appropriate withdrawal strategy. Your retirement 
security isn’t just based on how much you’ve built up before 
you retire – it also depends on how you manage your assets and 
investment income during retirement. As you begin to take out 
money from your RRSPs and other investment accounts, you need 
to establish a withdrawal rate appropriate for your age, retirement 
lifestyle and asset level. If you take out too much each year, you 
risk outliving your resources. If you withdraw too little, you might 
be shortchanging yourself on your quality of life. You may want 
to work with a financial professional, who can review your entire 
situation – income, expenses and so on – and recommend an 
appropriate annual withdrawal figure. These are the a few strategies 
to help you move toward the goal of retirement security. Keep them 
in mind as the years go by.

If you would like to review your individual strategy, please give me a 
call at 613-526-3030. I would be pleased to talk, without obligation.
Edward Jones: Ranked #1 in Canadian Investor Satisfaction, Six Years 
in a Row.

YOUR FINANCES Timbercreek Communities Unveils New Social 
Framework for Heron Gate

February 12, 2019 (OTTAWA, ON) – Timbercreek Communities unveiled 
a new five-part social framework to guide the future of Heron Gate at a public 
open house on Monday, February 11th. Timbercreek will work with Councillor 
Jean Cloutier and the City of Ottawa to ensure this framework serves as a 
roadmap towards a healthy and diverse community.

Timbercreek Communities’ social framework includes the following 
principles:
1. No further demolition of occupied units. No future demolition of 

occupied units will take place at Heron Gate unless affected tenants can 
relocate to newly-constructed equivalent units at the same rent.

2. Affordability. Timbercreek will work with Councillor Cloutier and the 
City of Ottawa to ensure up to 20 per cent of total new units at Heron Gate 
will be built as affordable units. The City of Ottawa defines affordable 
rental rates as 30 per cent of income.

3. Housing diversity. Timbercreek commits to providing a diverse mix of 
housing that meets residents’ needs and reflects the community’s social 
fabric. This includes adding 3 and 4-bedroom family-style units, and 
ground floor accessible units.

4. Social enterprise. Timbercreek will continue to work with Councillor 
Cloutier, the City of Ottawa and others to create training and employment 
opportunities for the Heron Gate community. Since purchasing the Heron 
Gate property in 2012, Timbercreek has created numerous programs and 
opportunities for its community. Over the past two years, Timbercreek has 
started a summer renovation program, hiring youth from the neighbourhood 
for paint jobs around the community. Timbercreek has also provided 
free meeting spaces for community and youth organizations, and most 
recently, made a significant contribution to the Boys and Girls program at 
Ridgemont High School.

5. Green space. Timbercreek commits to enhancing amenities and green 
space, including working with Councillor Cloutier and the City of Ottawa 
on improvements to Sandalwood Park.

Timbercreek will submit plans to the City of Ottawa this spring. Since January 
2018, Timbercreek has engaged in multiple community sessions, with the 
fourth occurring last night.
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Science and Technology
by Andrew Rader, PhD www.andrew-rader.com

For the next few months, Andrew is busy working 
on an upcoming SpaceX launch. He will be 

replaced by our entertaining Nelson Forsyth. 
Enjoy!

ODE to OYSTERS
By Nelson Forsyth

Of all the delicacies that provide enjoyment of taste, in my mind, 
oysters rank at the top. While not attractive to the eye, oysters 

provide a taste treat that is unmatched by any other delicacy. Their 
flavour is so subtle and delicate that it is hard to describe. Each oyster 
provides a slightly different experience and aficionados may describe 
different subtleties of flavour not unlike the expert wine taster.

People have been enjoying oysters since the dawn of time and oysters 
are mentioned throughout the written literature. Perhaps the best-known 
citing was in Lewis Carroll’s imaginative poem in “Through the Looking 
Glass” in which the Walrus and the Carpenter committed oysterocide.

Worldwide in distribution, some of the best oysters come from this 
side of the Atlantic Ocean and people may dispute whether those from 
Chesapeake Bay in the United States or Malpeque Bay oysters from 
Prince Edward Island are tops. I of course favor the latter and have 
found them being served as far south as Florida. 

Oyster farming is a major industry in Prince Edward Island, valued 
at more than 12 million dollars a year, which competes with British 
Columbia as the major producer in Canada. However, Pacific and 
Atlantic oysters are quite different in appearance and flavour. While 
they take four to seven years to mature – longer in colder waters, those 
grown in the northern Atlantic have more fat and are more delectable. 
Oysters start their lives as mobile almost microscopic blobs that soon 
settle down on rocks on the sea bottom where they surround themselves 
with protective shells. The shells form in layers like shingles on the roof 
where they cause a rough outer surface; but inside there is a smooth pearly 
lining. There is a top and bottom shell that the oyster can close with very 
powerful muscles but can open them to admit seawater from which they 
filter out nutrients and actually purify the water in their environment. 
Some species of oyster form a coating around a grain of sand that 
becomes the expensive pearl we find in jewelry stores. Unfortunately, 
pearl-forming oysters don’t live in North American waters. 

Oyster shells are notoriously difficult to open and require a special 
oyster knife (a silver table knife won’t do) that one must insert into the 
hinge at the thick end of the shell and not at thin end. Oyster shucking 
contests are held where professional oyster shuckers compete for who 
can open the most oysters in a given period of time. The best-known 
is held each summer in Tyne Valley, Prince Edward Island, where the 
Canadian champion is declared. The perennial winner is usually one 
of the Clark family who own the renowned Rodney’s Oyster House in 
Toronto. A great variety of oysters are available at Rodney’s and he has 
his own private oyster bed in Hillsborough Bay near Charlottetown.

Oysters are served on the half-shell often with a vinegar or horseradish 
sauce with a variety of spices. However, I personally feel that anything 

that obscures the subtle flavor is a travesty. The squeamish may prefer 
fried or baked oysters such as in an oyster po’boy, where they may 
still appreciate the basic flavour of oysters. While they do contain 
many healthy nutrients, including zinc, their legendary reputation as an 
aphrodisiac is probably overrated.

For those who might want to learn more about oysters, there are several 
excellent books. I would particularly recommend: the encyclopedic 
“A Geography of Oysters: the Connoisseur’s Guide to Oyster Eating 
in North America”, by Rowan Jacobsen. Another bestseller, “The Big 
Oyster: History on the Half Shell”, by Mark Kurlansky, describes the 
impact of oysters in the development of New York City. A beautifully 
illustrated book, “Heaven on the Half Shell: the Story  of the Northwest’s 
Love Affair with the Oyster”, by David G Gordon, Nancy Blanton and 
Terry Nosho, focuses on the Pacific oysters. Enjoy!

Elizabeth (Betty) Baird, who passed away last year at the age of 96, left a 
generous gift in her will to the Perley and Rideau Veterans’ Health Centre 

Foundation.
“That doesn’t surprise me, because she was a kind person who believed in 

living within her means,” says grand-niece Dawn Jaeckel, who lives in New 
Jersey but cherished her visits with Great Aunt Betty. 

Born Elizabeth Hay in 1921, Betty Baird grew up in 
mill towns on both sides of the Canada-U.S. border. 
Her father worked in paper mills and moved his wife 
and growing family to wherever he landed a good job. 
After high school, Betty studied nursing at a New Jersey 
hospital, graduating in 1941. When the U.S. entered the 
Second World War, a nearby factory was re-tooled for 
the war effort and Betty took a nursing job there. She 
later met Doug Baird, who had served as a merchant 
mariner during the war; the two married in 1948. Doug 
Baird eventually got a job with Nortel and the couple 
moved to Ottawa, where they lived for the rest of their 
lives, remaining childless, but travelling frequently. 
Doug Baird passed away in 2005.

“Aunt Betty and I enjoyed many good times together,” recalls nephew Doug 
Jaeckel from his Florida home. “She was quite a character and enjoyed a good 
laugh. Aunt Betty had a phobia about alligators and knew that many of them 
lived near my place in Florida. So many years ago, I sent her a large stuffed 
alligator – a kid’s toy that looked like a cartoon character. She later told me that 
she gave it away to a children’s charity.” 

“Great Aunt Betty was remarkably well read, worldly and feisty,” says Dawn 
Jaeckel. “I cherish the time I spent with her; she inspired me and challenged 
my thinking on everything from human nature to politics and world affairs. 
About a month before she passed away, my husband and I visited her. I was 
impressed that her mind seemed as sharp as ever.”

“Aunt Betty was strong-willed and set in her ways,” says Doug Jaeckel. “I 
remember visiting her once in Ottawa and she insisted on paying for everything. 
When she was about 80, she visited us in Florida and we went to Epcot Theme 
Park. After I pushed her in a wheelchair for a few hours, she insisted that I sit 
in the wheelchair so she could push me. She wouldn’t take no for an answer.”

To help recover from an illness in her 70s, Betty Baird hired a personal-
support worker named Carol Whiteside-McIntyre. The two quickly forged 
a lifelong friendship. “She was a busy lady,” says Ms. Whiteside-McIntyre, 
“always going to exercise classes, playing cards and doing other activities. 
Toward the end, she started losing her memory a bit. She was terrified of 
‘losing her marbles,’ as she put it. So when she passed, I put a few marbles in 
the purse in her casket. I’m sure that would have put a smile on her face.”

Through her generous gift-in-will to the Perley Rideau Foundation, Betty 
Baird’s spirit of kindness and determination live on.

A Spirit of Kindness and Determination
By Peter McKinnon

Dawn Jaeckel and 
Elizabeth Baird
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Alta Vista Public Library
The Alta Vista Library is located at 2516 Alta Vista Dr. For more information, please 
call 613-580-2424, ext. 30426. (Registration for all programs requires a valid OPL 

library card for each registrant.) 

ADULT PROGRAMS

Book Banter 
Share the enjoyment of good books in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for discussions on the first 
Thursday of every month from 2 to 3 p.m. 
Thursday, March 7    Autumn by Ali Smith
Thursday, April 4     The Last Neanderthal by Claire Cameron

Sleuth Hounds Mystery Book Club 
Share the enjoyment of good mysteries in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for discussions on the 
third Thursday of every month 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 21       Ann Cleeves’ Vera Stanhope series

Thursday, April 18                      TBD

Infusions littéraires 
Partagez avec nous le plaisir des livres dans une ambiance détendue. Joignez-vous à nous pour 
une discussion. De 14h00 à 15h00.
Le lundi 18 mars, 2019  Cheval indien de Richard Wagamese

Le lundi 15 avril  La petite fille en haut de l’escalier de François Gravel
Conversation Groups

Groupe de conversation en français – débutant 
Améliorez votre français parlé et rencontrez des gens dans une ambiance conviviale et 
décontractée. Aucune inscription requise. / Practice your French language conversation 
skills and meet new friends in a relaxed and friendly environment. No registration 
required.
Mondays 4:45 – 6:00 p.m.  \  Les lundis de 16h45 à 18h. 

Groupe de conversation en français (intermédiaire) 
Améliorez votre français parlé dans une ambiance décontractée. Ce groupe est de 
niveau intermédiaire. Aucune inscription requise.
Improve your spoken French in a relaxed setting. This group is for those at an 
intermediate level. No registration required. 
Tuesdays, 6:30 – 8:00 p.m. \ Les mardis de 18h30 à 20h. 

English Conversation Groups 
Practice your English language conversation skills and meet new friends in a relaxed 
and friendly environment. No registration required. 
Mondays, 6:00 to 7:30 p.m.  \  Tuesdays, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.

One-on-One Computer Tutorials
Book a one-on-one tutorial to learn computer, email and Internet basics. Please 
visit the branch for more information or to schedule an appointment.

Improving Income Retirement
This presentation is an overview of the income sources available to Canadians during 
retirement. It will highlight important considerations that affect retirement income. 
In particular, recent government changes to CPP and Old Age Security and the move 
toward defined contribution plans by corporations are discussed. Learn how proactive 
planning can help improve after tax income. Presented in partnership with Elie 
Fakhouri, Chartered Financial Analyst. Elie specializes in tax planning and retirement 
strategy. 
Wednesday, March 6 at 6:30 p.m. Please register.

Fraud Protection for Seniors
Join a Chartered Professional Accountant for a discussion of how different types of fraud work, 
what fraud looks like, how to recognize signs of being victimized, what to do if you’ve fallen 
victim. Understand from real-life examples what criminals want, how you can be prepared, and 
what steps to take to be in control.

Monday, March 25 at 6:30 p.m. Please register.

Prenatal Classes - Ottawa Public Health 
Prenatal Class offered by Ottawa Public Health (OPH). A public health nurse will lead 
this mini-series of three small group sessions. Only one parent must register but both 
are welcome.
Session 1. Birth Basics-Confidence & Comfort.
Session 2: Breastfeeding Basics-Tips & Techniques.
Session 3: Baby Basics-Preparing for Parenthood.
Thursdays, March 7, 14, 28; 6:00- 8:00 p.m.

Saturdays, March 2, 9, 16;  10:15 a.m. -12:15 p.m

Children’s Programs
Registration for all programs requires a valid OPL library card for each registrant. 
Registration for January to February 2019 children’s programs starts on January 

2nd. The Alta Vista Library is located at 2516 Alta Vista Dr. For more information, 
please call 613-580-2424, ext. 30426. 

STORYTIMES / CONTES

Babytime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 0-18 months. 
No registration required.

*Session 2
Mondays, March 25 to April 15, 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Family Storytime 
Stories, rhymes, and songs for all ages and a parent or caregiver. No registration 
required.

*Session 2
Tuesdays, March 26 to April 16, 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Toddlertime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 18 to 36 months. 
No registration required.

*Session 2
Thursdays, March 28 to April 18, 10: 30 a.m. to 11 a. m.

Lego Block Party
Create and build with Lego! Ages 6 to 12. No registration required. 
Wednesdays, January 2 to May 8, 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Reading Buddies 
This program aims to help children practice and improve their reading skills! Children 
will receive individualized reading help and encouragement. Ages 6 to 12. Registration 
required.

*Session 1
Saturdays (Started in January) February 9, 16, 23, 1 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. (Each session lasts 30 
minutes).

MARCH BREAK CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS
Mix and Match 

Make sense! Mingle colors, shapes, smells, materials or sounds. Ages 4 to 6. No registration 
required. 
Saturday, March 9, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.

Luv 2 Groove
‘Get into the Groove’ is a one stop shop for dance! This workshop includes a variety of grooves, 
moves and the latest dance steps participants will be sure to love! Ages 4 to 12. Registration 
required 
Monday, March 11, 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Stir it up!
A recipe for fun! Ages 7 to 10. No registration required. 
Tuesday, March 12, 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

In the blender
Chop words, rhymes and surprises to make something new! Ages 4 to 6. No registration required. 
Wednesday, March 13, 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Story mash-up
Choose your own adventure. Ages 7 to 12. No registration required. / Choisis ta propre péripétie. 
Pour les 7 à 12 ans. Aucune inscription requise.
Wednesday, March 13, 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

In the mix!
Come join us for a fun blend of stories and songs. Ages 18 to 36 months. No registration required. 
Thursday, March 14, 10:30 a.m. to 11: 15 a.m.

Pinhey’s Point Historical Site
Check the library website for more info! Registration required
Thursday, March 14, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.

Lego Block Party 
Create and build with Lego®! Ages 6 to 12. No registration required
Friday, March 15, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Jumble it!
Find your clue in the mix. Ages 10 to 17. No registration required.
Saturday, March 16, 2 p.m. to 3p.m.
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Lower back pain (LBP) is a common complaint. Studies indicate that 80% 
of people will suffer LBP at some point in their life. It can result from 

an acute injury or be more chronic in nature, and come and go depending on 
activities of daily living. There are many causes of LBP: muscle strain, ligament 
or disc sprain, and a sprain of the facet joint. The treatment varies depending 
on the cause. Ultimately, the goal of treatment is to restore functional mobility 
and strength, and improve posture.

The lower back is referred to as the lumbar spine. It is comprised of five 
articulating vertebrae which are separated in front by a fibrous disc and attached 
together at the back by two facet joints. In between is the spinal canal, which 
houses the spinal nerves and blood vessels. The spinal nerves exit the canal 
between the vertebrae at each corresponding level. The intervertebral disc and 
ligaments hold the vertebrae together. The disc has an outer fibrous ring which 
surrounds the inner nucleus of gel-like material.

Varying lengths of muscles cross the vertebrae and function to support and 
move the spine. The lumbar spine bends forwards, backwards, and sideways. 
It doesn’t rotate a lot due to the shape of the facet joints. Indeed, excessive 
rotation can result in an injury to the disc.

In younger individuals with strong healthy discs, injury of the surrounding 
muscles is often the cause of LBP. Older individuals with wear and tear of the 
discs and ligaments are more likely to sustain a disc sprain, especially people 
between the ages of 30-50 years. This age group is particularly vulnerable to 
injury as the disc still has a fluid nucleus but the outer fibrous ring of the disc 
is weaker due to age. Moreover, the muscles are usually weaker and therefore 
more stress is placed on the discs, ligaments, and facet joints. 

The treatment varies depending on the cause of the LBP and the structure 
that is injured. With mechanical LBP, there will be a movement and/or position 
that aggravates the back but conversely there will be a position of comfort. The 
key to treatment is finding the movement which relieves the pain. For example, 
with disc injuries, people will usually have a lot of pain sitting and bending but 
feel better standing. This is because sitting puts more pressure on the discs than 
standing. Conversely, people with a facet joint injury usually prefer sitting and 
the flexed position because bending forward opens the joint space. A thorough 
physiotherapy assessment will determine the structure injured and provide 
the correct exercises to relieve the pain. As well, education in posture, lifting, 
etc. is equally important for a successful rehabilitation. Without the proper 
knowledge, people could be doing an exercise that is not appropriate for their 
conditions. In fact, they could be making the problem worse.

Finally, be careful with shoveling snow. I see a lot of people lifting and 
twisting their backs. This is the common cause of disc injury. Use your legs, 
lift the snow, and dump it. Stretch after snow shoveling and take frequent 
breaks. Hang in there and hopefully in six weeks the snow will be melted.

Lower Back Pain
H E A L T H  N E W S

By Susan Reive, Owner of Kilborn Physiotherapy Clinic

photo from www.mayfieldclinic.com

Over the past several years, many fraternal organizations, businesses, 
schools, churches synagogues, law enforcement bodies, and individuals have 
donated their time and money to the fight against the ever present epidemic of 
substance abuse.

One easy way to work to rectify this worldwide scourge is through the 
spread of information among our young people. Experience has proven 
that increasing public awareness concerning the dangers of drugs and 
alcohol through the cooperation of individuals and organizations has 
garnered significant results.

The purpose of the Knights of Columbus Substance Abuse Awareness 
Poster Contest is twofold: to promote local awareness among young 
people of this major social problem of alcohol and drug abuse, and to 
generate ideas for the program’s promotional posters and literature. 

The Substance Abuse Awareness Poster 
Contest is open to all boys and girls ages 8 
through 14. The contest is conducted at the local 
school level with winning entries progressing 
through district regional and provincial levels 
of competition to the international level.

In Ottawa’s Alta Vista area, 74 entries were 
received for judging in the 2019 Poster Contest. 
Of these entries, one entry from each of the 
participating schools was selected to compete 
in the final local judging. Each of the school’s winning entries received 
a $25 cash prize and a poster contest “Winners” certificate. The overall 
district winner received a $50 cash prize with the opportunity to compete 
in the Ottawa city wide regional competition.

All poster contest competitors received a Participation Certificate.
The local school posters selected to compete in the final judging were:
George Aljamal - St. Patrick Intermediate High School - Grade 8
Aurora Donner - St. Patrick Intermediate High School - Grade 8
Emily Kucheiak - St. Patrick Intermediate High School - Grade 8
Sofia Bogdanov - Arch Street Public School 

- Grade 6
Asigd Skinner - St. Luke Elementary School 

- Grade 6
Tada Muponda - St. Gemma Elementary 

School - Grade 6 
The overall winner of the 2019 school level 

poster contest and the recipient of the $50 
Cash prize was Tada Muponda of St. Gemma 
Elementary School. 

Attached is a photo of Tada Muponda a 
student of St. Gemma Catholic Elementary 
school who was chosen as the overall poster contest winner. Tada received 
the “Winner Certificate” of our council’s “2018-2019 Substance Abuse 
Awareness Poster Contest” with a final mark of 95 out of 100 points. 
In addition to Tada receiving a cash prize of $25 for being her school’s 
poster contest winner, she also received a $50 cash prize for having been 
chosen as the overall winner of the Knights of Columbus 2018-2019 
district poster contest.

Alta Vista Schools Participate in Substance Abuse 
Awareness Poster Contest 

By Patrick Rusheleau, Knights of Columbus

Tada Muponda wins the 
2018-2019 Substance Abuse 
Awareness Poster contest

Tada Muponda’s poster

We are cups constantly and quietly being filled. The trick is, knowing how to tip ourselves over and let the beautiful stuff out. 
– Ray Bradbury
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A writer is, after all, only half his book. The other half is 
the reader and from the reader the writer learns. 

P.L. Travers
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Building a City with Better 
Roads, Housing, Transit 
and Safe Communities

By Jim Watson, Mayor of Ottawa 

On February 6, City Council tabled the draft 2019 Budget, which, 
once approved, will help build a city with more affordable housing, 

better roads and sidewalks, expanded transit and safer communities, 
while keeping Ottawa affordable.

The tabling of the municipal budget is the single most important 
discussion we have as a City and each year, I look forward to the public’s 
input and consideration. As I knocked on over ten thousand doors during 
the past election, I heard loud and clear that Ottawa residents want better 
roads, better services for those less fortunate and safer communities. 

This is why budget 2019 aims at reducing our infrastructure gap 
by boosting our spending on roads and sidewalks, providing more 
affordable housing for our most vulnerable residents, and making our 
communities safer and more resilient.

Budget 2019 will invest an unprecedented $15 million to start 
construction on new affordable housing units for residents, many of 
them near transit or light-rail stations. The City of Ottawa will also 
continue to work with the provincial and federal governments, as well 
as community partners such as Ottawa Community Housing, to fight 
to eradicate homelessness through programs like Housing First and the 
City’s 10-Year Housing and Homelessness Plan.

To reduce the infrastructure gap – the difference between what the 
City spends and what we need to spend to maintain our infrastructure in 
a state of good repair – Budget 2019:

• Allocates an additional $9.8 million on roads and other municipal 
infrastructure, such as sidewalks, buildings and bridges, in all 
corners of the city;

• This increase in infrastructure funding brings the City’s investments 
from $118.7 million to $128.5 million per year;

• This will close the infrastructure gap within the next five years, 
twice as fast as previously planned. 

Budget 2019 also aims at keeping our communities safe. It includes:
• A 25% increase in funding for ward-led traffic-calming projects 

across the city, up from $40,000 per ward to $50,000;
• Double the investment for red-light cameras;
• Purchase and implementation of an additional Automated License 

Plate Recognition device on a police vehicle.
These technologies will generate additional revenue that can be 

redirected into Safer Roads Ottawa and new road safety programs such 
as the School Bus Stop Arm project, which will start in 2019. 

Keeping your taxes low and the city affordable has been my number 
one priority over the past two mandates and I am proud to have worked 
with Council to deliver on that commitment. As we anticipate the tabling 
of the Provincial Budget, we must prepare for a possible change in 
provincial funding in many areas of municipal life. As such, we propose 

a tax goal of no more than 3 % for 2019, while continuing to care for our 
most vulnerable residents and addressing important city-wide priorities.

I believe that Budget 2019 strikes the right balance between keeping 
our city affordable and investing in the core services and programs that 
position Ottawa for continued growth, prosperity and social inclusion. 
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The Great Divide
By Conor McCarthy, article by Daniel McCarthy

From sliding at Grasshopper Hill and 
building forts in the Alta Vista woods as 

a youngster, to climbing 11,000 foot peaks 
in the Canadian Rockies, Conor McCarthy’s 
writing has been strongly influenced by his 
environment. This is particularly evident in 
his recently published debut novel, The Great 
Divide. Born and raised in Elmvale Acres 
and Alta Vista, Conor attended McMaster 
Catholic School (now St. Gemma School) and 
Immaculata High School on Main Street. He 
earned a Bachelor of Arts in English Literature from McGill University 
in May, 2014. While at McGill, he contributed to a number of literary 
publications and created his own literary review, Traffic Cone Quarterly, 
as a forum for new authors. Conor is a writer/editor currently living in 
Canmore, Alberta.

Conor says that his inspiration for the 
novel came from the “seemingly endless 
wilderness” that surrounds one in the Rockies. 
“My writing has always been inspired by my 
environment, even more so for my time spent 
in the west. Nature is just so big out here, and 
it means different things to different people. 
It’s so beautiful and, at the same time, it can 
be very intimidating… and who knows what 
it’s hiding.”

The Great Divide centres around a character named Barry Bloburne, 
who is a misanthropic real-estate developer with a simple dream: to 
build the greatest ski resort the world has ever seen. However, a bizarre 
encounter on an isolated mountain highway brings him face-to-face 
with the elusive wilderness of the Rockies, and introduces him to a set 
of complications which threaten his dream project, and his very life. The 
Great Divide is a whirlwind journey from the conference room to the 
deep wilds of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. It brings you on a tour 
of natural wonders, encroaching development, ancient mystery, and the 
wild characters who call it home. 

At 331 pages, The Great Divide is a mix of mountain adventures and 
mystical creatures vividly set in the often foreboding and unforgiving 
landscape of the Rocky Mountains. You will climb mountains, traverse 
glaciers, and discover secrets of the mountains hidden for generations. 
And as is essential to a fantasy thriller, there are villains.

At its heart, the story is a commentary 
on the current debate split along the lines 
promoting conservation and preservation on 
the one hand, and development on the other. 
While anchored in the Banff-Jasper region, 
Conor believes that that the novel’s treatment 
of the conflicting concerns of preservation 
versus accessibility in our national parks “will 
resonate with people everywhere, who are 
close to nature in one way or another.” The 
story is also a fun read as readers will learn 
how to tell which direction is up if you’re 
caught in an avalanche, that you can ski on 
snow in the middle of the summer, and what 
it’s like to climb a rock wall on belay. 

With The Great Divide now on book store shelves, Conor is completing 
a collection of short stories for publication later in 2019. In his spare time, 
he can be found skiing, hiking, and climbing any structure composed of 
rock, snow or ice. And he has a pretty good idea what the next novel 
will look like! Ottawa sales outlets are listed at www.conormccarthy.ca/
stellarton.

Lyell Icefield in Banff National 
Park

Ice Cave at the Athabasca 
Glacier, Columbia Icefield
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What does your lunch time granola bar have in common with a 
defunct 1970s spy satellite? 

Both were developed and released without much thought as to the 
total lifecycle of all the components. Since the successful launch 
of sputnik by the USSR in 1957, humans have been enthusiastically 
lobbing objects into space, where most of them end up in near-earth 
orbit for some length of time. Rarely do we consider how to get them 
down again, or what happens to them when they reach the end of their 
planned life spans.

A lot of things in orbit eventually get trapped by the atmosphere and 
burn up – and most effort in tracking old space junk has understandably 
gone into make sure none of these bigger objects end up hitting stuff 
on the ground, like people, cars and buildings. But sometimes things in 
orbit fall apart. They collide with each other and with micro-meteorites 
and break up into smaller pieces, each of which then has its own orbit, 
and each collision increases the chances of another occurring. Objects 
over a certain size are all tracked so we can avoid shooting new rockets 
into clouds of space junk, but it’s starting to get a little crowded up 
there. Some of the top minds in aeronautics are now turned towards the 
effort to clean up space junk, but sadly it’s really difficult and just not 
that cost effective. 

Like rocket scientists, marine biologists have started raising the alarm 
about tiny pollutants that are cropping up everywhere. We’ve all seen 
images of turtles stuck in plastic garbage, but it turns out it’s the garbage 
we don’t see that may be more pernicious. 

Microplastics are simply defined as plastic particles less than half 
a centimetre in size – it doesn’t take a lexicographer to break down 
the word into “micro,” meaning small, and “plastics” meaning, well, 
plastics. The category is further broken down into primary and secondary 
Microplastics, depending on how they came to be. Generally, primary 
microplastics are small plastic objects that became pollution, while 
secondary microplastics are bits that came off of other things. The most 
common primary microplastics are little plastic beads or pellets known 
as “nurdles” that are used as a raw material in plastic manufacturing – 
they often wash into oceans as a result of industrial or shipping accidents. 

Secondary microplastics are more relevant to the average person, since 
they are what we contribute to, and encounter, most often. You may 
have heard of microbeads - previously a common ingredient in facial 
cleansers, now banned in Canada after their negative environmental 
effects became known. That is one sort of microplastic, but they still 
come from many sources. Synthetic fibres that come off of clothing, 
bottled water, wear and tear on tires, and plastic trash generally are all 
common sources of microplastics – including your granola bar wrapper. 

So what’s the big (or little) deal? Well, it turns out microplastics are 
everywhere. First noticed in the oceans, they have since been found 
in freshwater systems, soil, even airborne. We know most about their 
effects on aquatic life, since they are often about the same size as the 
plankton that serves as the basis of most aquatic food chains. Small 
animals eat them by mistake, and may either starve as a result, or just 
sequester the plastic in their tissues. When these little critters get eaten 
by bigger critters, the microplastics move up the food chain. Even 
worse, because plastics are generally oil-based, they tend to attract a lot 
chemical pollutants that don’t mix well with water – and these then get 
eaten and concentrated up the food chain as well.

Guess who is part of that food chain? We are. 
What does that mean? It mean we’re eating plastic. You are; I am. From 

sea salt to sea food, to bottled water and pretty much everything we’ve 
bothered to test, we’re eating little bits of plastic and the associated 
chemicals. What effect is this having? Well, it’s probably not killing 
us just yet, but since microplastics are literally everywhere, it’s hard 
to say what impact they might have on human health because there’s 
no control group. There’s no one who isn’t exposed. And the same is 
true for ecosystems – there doesn’t seem to be anywhere we look that 
hasn’t been infested with tiny bits of plastic. So it’s hard to be sure what 
effect they are having there as well – although what we do know isn’t 
encouraging.

So what’s to be done? Clearly, it’s a big problem, and will probably 
take a mix of individual action, top-down approaches, and innovative 
new solutions to tackle. Municipal wastewater treatment in Canada is 
pretty good at removing most microplastics from wastewater, but the 
sludge is then sometimes used as fertilizer so the plastics just end up 
in soil instead of rivers. Government incentives and legislation around 
production and recycling can help, as can support for the sort of chemistry 
research that produces biodegradable plastics and plastic alternatives. 
We know some bacteria can digest certain plastics, so research in that 
area is important too.

But what about you as an individual? Well, the simplest solutions are 
things you’ve heard before. Buy less stuff. Use fewer single-use plastic 
bags, straws, etc. Recycle appropriately and avoid “wishful recycling” 
– or just putting things in the blue bin regardless of whether or not the 
City actually accepts them for recycling. But there are other approaches 
as well. Put trash in a secured bag (vs loose in a bin) to help keep it 
from blowing away. This might seem silly, but trash that blows away 
from trucks and landfills is a substantial portion of what ends up in 
waterways. Emphasize natural fibres like cotton or wool when buying 
new clothes. Install a filter in the laundry sink to catch some of the 
outgoing fibres, or use a product like the coraball. Designed to mimic 
the structure of corals that are effective at trapping debris, these devices 
go in the wash with your laundry, and catch microfibres as the wash gets 
done. Periodically you pull off the fuzz that accumulates and put it in the 
trash. Hand washing clothes can also reduce the amount of fibres they 
shed – although clearly that isn’t always practical!

Most plastic debris floating around in the world’s oceans comes from 
the biggest and most polluted rivers – the Ganges, the Yangtze – in the 
most populated countries of the world, but this doesn’t mean we here in 
Canada can’t do anything about it. The things we buy contribute to the 
pollution of those rivers even before the products make it to us, and the 
trash we produce all goes somewhere. Science is still figuring out the 
extent of the microplastics problem, as well as its impacts and solutions; 
but, much like space agencies around the globe who have figured out 
that space junk is a problem, we can at least stop adding to the problem 
by making more.

Microplastics
By Kathryn Norman
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That’s right, Dennis Lee will be this year’s children’s poet at Ottawa’s 
International Poetry Festival, VERSeFest, and kids, we guarantee 

this is one event that you won’t need to beg your parents to take you to. 
In fact, they are probably going to be just as eager to leave their pyjamas 
on and have you lead them by the hand for an incredible and memorable 
time of poetry performed by the amazing and legendary Mr. Lee on 
Saturday, March 30.

VERSeFest, Ottawa’s International Poetry Festival, will return for its 
ninth annual edition March 26 - 31, showcasing a diverse and talented 
group of more than 80 poets from six countries. The festival features 
English and French poetry showcasing the best local, Canadian, and 
international poets performing in both spoken and written word genres. 
As one of Canada’s largest and most successful poetry festivals, their 
stages have featured readings by Griffin, Governor General, and Pulitzer 
Prize winners.

This year’s line-up of events also includes 
a kick-starter on Saturday, March 23rd at 
City Hall, which amongst other activities 
will showcase the inauguration of this year’s 
English and French Poet Laureates, as well 
as a reading by the Festival’s first Poet-in-
Residence, Amal el Motar.

Also new at the Festival is an art installation curated by bill bissett. 
The installation, concrete is porous, will remain on display for the 
duration of the Festival. But for many, both young and old, one of the 
main attractions this year will be the Saturday morning Poetry and 
Pyjamas event with Dennis Lee. 

If you went to a Canadian elementary school, you won’t need to be 
reminded who Dennis Lee is. Synonymous with Alligator Pie, Nicholas 
Knock and Other People, The Ice Cream Store and Garbage Delight, 
Lee has, more than once, been referred to as Canada’s Father Goose. 
He is the king of children’s poetry and given that this will be his first 
visit back to our fair city in approximately 10 years, his appearance at 
VERSeFest is not to be missed.

Lee is also an acclaimed poet for adults and is both a Governor 
General’s Literary Award winner and an Officer of the Order of Canada. 
His poetry has been anthologized and read around the world. 

Perhaps what makes Lee’s visit to this year’s Festival so special is 
not only will he be wooing the younger festival-goers at the Poetry and 
Pyjamas event, slated to take place on Saturday, March 30 at10 a.m. at 
Knox Presbyterian Church, but he will also be performing as part of 
the Writersfest Showcase on Friday, March 29 at 7 p.m. It is expected 
that Lee will read work from his collected poems Heart Residence 
(published in 2017) alongside poets Jean-Marc Desgent, Renée Sarojini 
and Ursula Andkjær Olsen. 

It will have been a busy day for this award-winning poet as he will 
have spent the earlier part of his morning entertaining the primary 
children at OCDSB elementary school Charles H. Hulse at a special 
invitational reading. The youngsters at Charles Hulse, many of whom 
are new immigrants and refugees, will have enjoyed a private morning 
of poetry and verse in their own school gym. This will be a rare and very 
special treat, which these children will surely treasure and remember for 
many years to come.

The general public will have their own chance to enjoy a little poetry 
magic as Dennis invites the youngest of poetry fans, and of course their 
parents and grandparents as well, to leave on their pyjamas and join in 
for some of the rollicking rhymes he is well-known and best loved for.
Dennis Lee VERSeFest Ottawa appearances include: 
Writersfest Showcase
Friday, March 29 at 7 p.m.
Knox Presbyterian Church, 120 Lisgar Street
Poetry & Pyjamas
Saturday, March 30 at 10 a.m.
Knox Presbyterian Church, 120 Lisgar Street
Stay updated with everything that is happening at this year’s VERSeFest
On Facebook at www.facebook.com/verseottawa
On Twitter at https://twitter.com/verseottawa
On YouTube at: https://goo.gl/y14jLS
Website: versefest.ca 

Mark Your Calendars – 
Dennis Lee is Coming to 
VERSeFest this March

By Susan J. Atkinson

On Wednesday, December 12 at 2 p.m., the 
Air Canada Foundation presented a special 
cheque to benefit the reading program and 
recreation therapy programs at CHEO. The 
cheque is to benefit the children at CHEO. 

The Air Canada Foundation presented the 
cheque regarding the proceeds from the book 
entitled, A Little Girl Suffers from Cancer. 
Ten-year-old Valérie LeVasseur and her 
mother, Marie-Claude LeVasseur, co-wrote 
this book inspired by a friend’s cancer journey. 
They have partnered with the Air Canada 
Foundation to raise money for CHEO. The Air 
Canada Foundation was on site to learn how 
this donation benefitted the CHEO reading 
program. 

The book became a reality when Valérie decided to write a story about 
her feelings regarding the medical hardships a friend was going through. 
She wrote the story in front of her house, in a small tent during a beautiful 
spring day, outlining how that friend would 
need encouragements in her healing process. At 
the time of the writing, Valérie was eight years 
old and with the help of her mother, the text was 
completed. When writing her book, Valérie was 
treated at CHEO for medical reasons and she 
wanted to give back. This is the story behind 
the book; the intention was to help CHEO in the 
ways she thought it would be more appropriate 
and which could include selling the book for the 
Foundation during different CHEO events.

At a University of Ottawa event, Valérie met with Calin Rovinescu, 
President of Air Canada. Mr. Rovinescu was so impressed with the 
intentions of Valérie that he offered to support the book by writing a 
foreword in the book with the following statement: This wonderful 
story is filled with hope and shows that difficulties can be overcome 
with support from friends and family. Air Canada would also use its 
Foundation to offer the benefit of the proceeds of the book to CHEO.

Fundraising Event Between CHEO, 
Air Canada Foundation, and Valérie 

Levasseur

Valérie LeVasseur and 
her mother, Marie-Claude 
LeVasseur display the cheque 
of $2,500 from the Air Canada 
Foundation to the CHEO 
Foundation 
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THINK SPRING ! Put on your walking shoes and join The Pacesetters 
Club at the Billings Bridge Shopping Mall. Can’t beat walking indoors 
getting ready for spring. Women and men welcome. Located in the basement 
of the Tower, northwest corner of the Mall. Low membership cost of $10 per 
year covers our expenses. Call 613-521-6740 during open hours of 7:30 to 
10 a.m.
Co-Ed Slo-Pitch Softball. Monday mornings at the RA Centre, Riverside 
Drive. May to September. Open to everyone 50 years+. All skill levels. Contact 
foxball@rogers.com.
Harmelodic Music Club Concert March 3, 7:30 p.m. WOMEN IN MUSIC: 
A Variety of Performances featuring Piano, strings, vocals and flute. St.Luke’s 
Anglican Church 760 Somerset St. West. Admission by Donation.
Ottawa Brahms Community Choir welcomes new singers. Come sing with 
us! All voices invited to join, especially tenors and basses. No audition required! 
Great learning possibilities for new choir members in a friendly, supportive 
environment. Open rehearsals March 4, 11, 18 & 25 from 7:00-9:15 p.m., 
Parlour Room of Southminster United Church at 155 Aylmer Avenue. 
Theme of our Spring concert “Rebirth” (Brahms, Bach, John Rutter, etc). 
Contact Sieglinde 819-568-8169 or just drop in. https://ottawabrahmschoir.ca 
and www.facebook.com/ottawabrahmschoir/
St. Aidan’s Anglican Church will be holding their annual Pancake & 
Sausage Supper on Shrove Tuesday, March 5 from 5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
at 934 Hamlet Road, Elmvale Acres. The cost of tickets is $10 for Adults 
and $5 for Children under 12. Advance tickets can be purchased by calling 
the church office at 613-733-0102. Tickets may be purchased at the door on 
March 5th.
Annual Shrove Tuesday Pancake supper at St.Thomas the Apostle 
Anglican Church, 2345 Alta Vista Drive (beside fire station) on March 5. 
Two sittings : 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. Pancakes (including gluten free) , sausages, 

ham, beans, ice cream. Adults $10, children $6, 3 and under free. Tickets 
available at the Church office weekday mornings. 613-733-0336. 
Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 
Alta Vista Dr., on Tues. Mar. 5th, starting at 5:30 p.m. The Supper is hosted 
by the 28th Ottawa Scouts, with a menu of pancakes, sausages, veggies, 
and dessert. Tickets are Adults: $8, Children age 12 and under: $5, and are 
available from the church office (Mon-Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.) and at the door. More 
info: 613-733-3156 x229 or, www.rideaupark.ca.
Ottawa Humane Society Would you like to help us support the animals? If 
you like to bake or make crafts or would like to volunteer at our events, you 
can help raise money for the animals at the Ottawa Humane Society. Find 
out more by joining us at our monthly business meeting 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 6 at the animal shelter, 245 West Hunt Club Rd (behind 
Hunt Club Nissan). Refreshments are served and all are welcome. For more 
information, call Maureen 613-225-2860 or go to ottawahumane.ca/get-
involved/volunteering/ohs-auxiliary/.
Ottawa South Women’s Connection – Thursday, March 14, 9:30-11:00 
a.m. 3280 Leitrim Rd. (Fred Barrett) Fitness, Well-Being and Independence 
Specialist, Judy Bedell. Joanne Jehus’ faith story: “Impressionable Memories 
that Help Define Her Life” Singer: Wilf Wight. Admission:$6 Info. 613 801-
8758. Door prizes and refreshments. RSVP ministries next event: April 11. 
Women Connecting With God, Each Other, Their Community.
Community E-Waste Recycling Day, Sat. Mar. 16, 9 a.m. – 3 p.m. at 
Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr. Bring your e-waste to the 
back parking lot at the church and Ontario Electronic Stewardship (OES) will 
recycle your used home electronics. We get paid by the tonne, so clean out your 
basements and bring old TVs, DVDs, phones, cameras, computers, laptops, 
speakers, etc. Divert toxins from our landfills. Proceeds to our Refugee Fund. 
Indigenous Clean Energy and How Host Communities Benefit Emmanuel 
United Church lecture by Chris Enderson. Henderson, who also advises 
Aboriginal groups on clean energy, will speak on Wednesday, March 20, at 
Emmanuel United Church. His address will begin at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 
and students are free, available from the church office 613-733-0437.
The Harmony Club for Seniors 60+ meets on Wed. Mar. 27 at Rideau Park 
United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr. From 1-2 p.m., listen to a presentation 
by outdoor enthusiast, Danielle Wagner, presenting on “Algonquin Park: The 
People, The Animals, The Land”. All seniors are welcome. The Club is run by 
volunteers. 

C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

Ottawa Crime 
Writers – We Need 

Your Help
Do you keep getting in trouble because of your 
insatiable need to make up stories? Use your 
talents for good instead of evil and write those 
stories down. Then enter them in our short 
story contest. 
Open to everyone living in the National Capital 
Region.
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C L A S S I F I E D  A D S

BRENNAN BROTHERS LTD. Finish basements, bathrooms, 
kitchens, drywall, painting, all flooring, all roofing, repairs, doors 
and windows, decks, build houses. We do stipple ceilings and 
repair them. 10% Winter discount. Free estimates, guaranteed 
workmanship 613-733-6336.
CLEANING – MATURE EUROPEAN LADY willing to clean 
your home. Excellent references. Police check. Please call 613-
249-8445.
ELLWOOD HOUSE, an independent-living apartment building, 
for seniors only. Located in Alta Vista. Two bedroom unit available. 
Rent is $1,160, not including heat, hydro and parking. We are a 
pet-free and smoke-free building. Please call 613-521-5151 or 
email us at ellwoodhouse@rogers.com. 
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, carpentry, drywall, electric 
repair. Kitchen, bathroom, renovation, tile work. Excellent 
references. Police check. No HST. Please call Peter at 613-797-
9905 or 613-249-8445.
HANDYMAN DAN – $25 Hourly rate. Interior painting, etc. 
Please call 613-501-7761 or e-mail handymandan77@yahoo.
com.
JAMIE NININGER Alta Vista native. Painting, (interior/ 
exterior) plumbing, decks, patios, flooring (ceramic, wood, 
laminate) playrooms, vanities, faucets, countertops, etc. Call 613-
852-8511 or 613-733-1951.
SNOWBLOWER / LAWNMOWER TUNEUPS/REPAIRS. 
Mobile service; we come to you.  Lawnmower tune-up $79.95. 
Tune-up for snowblower $94.95 plus parts, tax and $20 service 
charge. City-wide service. 613-747-2281.
PAINTING, 20 years’ experience. All types of plastering, painting 
interior/exterior residential and commercial, free estimates. We do 
stipple ceilings and repair them. 15% Winter discount. 2 year 
warranty on workmanship. 613-733-6336.

HOLY MAN ON SNAKELESS ISLAND   - CRYPTOFAMILY

This puzzle is a direct letter for letter substitution. 
Figure out what letter is substituted for “e” 
and work from there to solve this list of words 
having to do with a holy man on Snakeless 
Island.

1. H P Z D M   K P M F Z X V

2. W N K F N X Y P B D

3. H K F Z D O

4. F J Q Z D

5. X F J X B H

6. K J M   J C   O C W G

7. O G N N D

8. Z F N W P D G

9. E P F X Y

10. Q W P F D N A   H M I D N

Painting is easy when you don’t 
know how, but very difficult 

when you do. 
– Edgar Degas
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